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Waist 

Length : 77cm / 30.3”  Width : 67cm / 26.3” Min : 40cm / 15.7”  Max : 54cm / 21.2” 1.55 Kg / 3.4 LB OR-444

Model Internal: cm / Inch Spinal System Height: cm / Inch Weight Kg/Lib

OR-444 ORCA 3S (SPINAL SUPPORT SYSTEM) SOUND HARNESS

Main features:
- Adjustable Spinal Support System
- Can be used with just the waist belt, the top vest, 
   the waist belt with a top vest or all combined 
- The Harness is built with a special 3D EVA sponge and 
   mesh system for maximum air�ow and ventilation.
- The 3S waist belt has two unique “rollers buckles” that help
   tighten the belt around the user’s hips, ensuring  �t and weight distribution
- back pockets and a USB portal with a built-in cable.

MODEL : OR-444
The OR-444 ORCA 3S Spinal Support System is a 
patented design that helps protect and support audio 
operators while working outdoors.
Our number one goal is to provide support to the 
operators’ backs after many years of carrying heavy 
equipment.
The 3S Harness comes in one size that �ts most people. 
The OR-444 also comes with a back pockets and a USB 
portal with a built-in cable.

Ventilated
The Harness is built with a special 
3D EVA sponge and mesh system for 
maximumair�ow and ventilation.

Modular
Can be used with just the waist 
belt, the top vest, the waist belt 
with a top vest or all combined 
with the patented Spinal 
Support System.

Adjustable Spinal Support System
The unique *patented Spinal Support System has a special 
pneumatic and spring system that helps the user adjust the 
height of the harness’s spine as needed.

*The adjustable Spinal System is protected by patent numbers in the USA for DWD B2 9,545,144 | B2 8,991,671 | B2 9,668,567

  Full system

Accessories pockets
back pockets and a USB 
portal with a built-in cable.

Roller buckles
The 3S waist belt has two unique “rollers 
buckles” that help tighten the belt around the 
user’s hips, ensuring perfect �t and weight 
distribution. The waist belt thigh system is one 
of a kind- a unique design for ORCA Bags!

Vest

Waist & Vest


